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In this paper we extend well-known results by Baum and Katz (1965) and others on the rate of 
convergence in the law of large numbers for sums of i.i.d. random variables to general zero-mean 
martingales S,. For i< (Y G 1, p> I/(Y and f(x) = 1x1 (t wo-sided case) or = x+ or x- (one-sided 
case),itise.g.shownthatif,forsome y~(1/[~,2]andq>(pa-l)/(ya-l), 
sup n-’ 
II 
i E(lxjl'lsO~~~~9sn) 
additional mixing holds in the case, then 
Cn p”-ZP(f(S,)>enU)<m 
X, , X,, . being the increments of S,. The latter condition reduces to the well-known moment 
condition Ef(X,)p < CO, if X,, X,, . . are i.i.d. Our results also extend recent ones by Irle 
(1985,1987). 
AMS 1980 Subject Classijication: 60F10, 60642. 
tail probabilities * martingales * law of large numbers 
1. Introduction and main results 
Let S, be a zero-mean martingale with increments X,, = S, = 0, X,, X,, . . . and 
canonical filtration .!&, i.e. 9” = a( S,, . . . , S,,) for all n 2 0. Forf(x) = 1x1 (two-sided 
case) or =x+orx- let SX=max,~j~,f(Sj) and Xf=maxl,i~.f(Xj) for all 1121. 
This paper is concerned with finding necessary and sufficient conditions on X, for 
each of the following assertions: 
(A.l) C n p”-2P(Sz > &n”l) < 00 for all E > 0; 
“=I 
(A.2) 1 nP”-*P supj-*ST> E <cc for all E > 0; 
n=l ( jan > 
( > 
(pa-1)/a 
> 
(pa-II/a 
(A.3) E sup (f(K) - &n”) (00 
PISO 
for all E > 0; 
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(A-4) C nP”-*P supj-“f(Sj)>& 
( > 
<Co for all E>O; 
n=l jan 
(A.5) 1 npa-* P(f(S,)>sn”)<cu, for all E>O, 
nz1 
where 4 < (Y c 1 and p > l/a. Equivalence of (A.l)-(A.3) holds for arbitrary stochas- 
tic sequences S,, as following from Lemma 2 by Chow and Lai (1975) with S, 
replaced by S$ (see also Chow and Teicher (1978, Ch. 10.4, Lemma 1)). Thus, we 
obviously have (A.l)-(A.3)j(A.4)j(A.5), and each of these conditions further 
yields 
P 
nPtf(S,) + 0 as n + 00, 
i.e. a Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund-type law of large numbers. The above assertions 
may be viewed as a rate of convergence result in this law. 
In the special case where Xi, X2, . . . are i.i.d., zero-mean random variables the 
situation is very pleasant. Namely, it has been shown by Baum and Katz (1965) in 
the two-sided case, and by Chow and Lai (1975) in the one-sided case that each of 
(A.l)-(A.5) is equivalent with 
provided that, in the one-sided case, additionally E]X,lY < ~0 for some y E (l/a, 21. 
We refer to Chow and Lai’s paper for earlier related references in the i.i.d. case. 
Let us still mention a recent work by Gafurov and Slastnikov (1987) who consider 
validity of (A.l)-(A.5) with npuP2 and na replaced by more general sequences D(n) 
and F(n). 
It is obvious that the situation becomes considerably more involved when dispens- 
ing with the i.i.d. assumption on X,. Yet we will see that many ideas in the i.i.d. 
case work equally well in the general situation here when combining them with 
standard tools from martingale theory as can be found in the textbooks by Hall and 
Heyde (1980) or Chow and Teicher (1978). This has already been done by Irle 
(1985,1987) who has derived sufficient conditions on X, for validity of (A.l)-(A.3). 
However, nothing seems to be known on conditions on X, which are both necessary 
and sufficient. Theorems 1 and 2 below, which are the main results of this contribu- 
tion, provide us with such conditions in the case where S, satisfies an additional, 
rather weak assumption on the conditional increment means. Namely, let 
z,(y)=nlji, E(IXjlYI~j-m) (1.1) 
for n, m E N and y > 0 with sj being the trivial a-field for j < 0. Then A( y, m, r) 
shall denote the class of all martingales S, such that 
;;y IP?(Y)II, <cc (1.2) 
where ]I . /I4 denotes the usual L,-norm (1 s 4 ~03). Our results are valid within 
A( y, m, q) for y E (l/cy, 21, m EN and q > r, r depending on y, LY and p, where in 
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the one-sided case a further mixing condition has to be added (see (1.3) below) for 
the necessity part. Two counterexamples in Section 3 show that such additional 
assumptions cannot be circumvented. Irle’s results are given for Ju( y, 1, ~0) which 
is contained in all A ( y, m, q), as one can easily verify. 
Let us now state the conditions on X, to be related to (A.l)-(AS). 
03.1) C C jPa-2 P(f(X,)>&j”)<co for all .s>O; 
“21 jzn 
(B.2) C n”“-‘E((n-“f(X,))‘pa-‘)/OL-~)+<~ for all E>O; 
II>1 
(B.3) C nP”-2P(Xz > EYI~) <Co for all E > 0; 
“3, 
(B.4) C npa-2 P sup j-“X7> E <cO for all E > 0; 
“Z=l jan > 
(pa-l)la (Pm-l)la 
(B.5) E SUP (f(X) - &na) > = E sup (X; - .znn) > <Co na0 II=0 
for all E > 0. 
Again, (B.3)-(BS), as being the counterparts of (A.l)-(A.3) with SN replaced by 
X,, are generally true by Lemma 2 of Chow and Lai (1975), whereas equivalence 
of (B.l) and (B.2) is shown in Lemma 3 of Section 2, neither requiring any 
assumptions on X,. Note further that (B.l) obviously implies (B.3) so that we have 
(B.l)=(B.2)+(B.3)-(B.5). 
Theorem 1. Let i< a G 1, p > l/a and f(x) = 1x1. If &E 4(-y, m, q) for some y E 
(l/a, 21, arbitrurym EN andsomeq> (pa - l)/(-y~~ -1) then (A.l)-(A.5) and (B.l)- 
(B.5) are all equivalent. 
Theorem2. Let~<~~l,p>l/~andf(x)=x+orx-.IfS,E~(y,m,q)forsome 
y E (l/a, 21, arbitrary m E N and some q > (pa - l)/(ra - l), then (A.l)-(A.5) as 
well as (B.l)-(B.5) are equivalent. Moreover, each of the latter conditions implies the 
previous ones. They are even all equivalent provided that additionally 
lim IIP(f(X,)> tl~~-,)llm/n’“-‘P(f(Xn)> t)=O for all t>O. (1.3) 
n-tm 
Eq. (1.3) is a weaker version of the *-mixing condition as given in Hall and Heyde 
(1980, p. 40) where nya-’ has to be replaced by some null-convergent sequence. It 
trivially holds for independent or (m - l)-dependent X1, X2,. . . . A further dis- 
cussion on mixing conditions in this context is given in the final section. 
Setting (Y = 1 and p = 2 in Theorem 1, we are led to the following extension of 
the well-known Hsu-Robbins Theorem (see Chow and Teicher (1978, Cor. 10.4.2)). 
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Corollary 1. For each S, E .A( 1 + 6, m, q), 6 > 0 and q > l/S, 
C P(IS,J>en)<W foraN~>O 
nzl 
holds lx 
1 E(jX,l-en)+<00 for all s>O. 0 
n31 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
It is readily seen that (B.l) follows from 
03.6) sup n-’ f Ef(X,)p+” < 00 for some S > 0, 
ns, j=l 
so that Irle’s (1987) main result is also immediate from Theorems 1 and 2. 
Corollary 2. Let i< cx < 1, p > l/a and f arbitrary. If &E A( y, m, q) for some 
y E (l/a, 21, arbitrarym EN andsomeq > (pa - l)/(ya -l), then (B.6) implies (A.l)- 
(AS). 0 
Irle (1985) further shows by giving a counterexample that (B.6) with S = 0 is not 
sufficient for (A.l)-(AS), not even if X1, X2,. . . are independent with 
(B.7) Ef(X,)p=o(l) as n-co. 
However, our theorems show that such a condition is neither sufficient nor necessary. 
For illustration we give a short example where Ef(X,,)p = 00 for all n 2 1 but 
(A.l)-(A.5) hold. 
Example. Let (Y = 1, p = 2 and f arbitrary as above. Suppose that X, , X2, . . . are 
independent and symmetric with 
P(X, = k) = cnP’K3 for k> 1, c=(2&k-‘)l, 
P(X, = 0) = 1 - P(X, EY Z). 
Then, clearly, Ef(Xn)*=a for all n 2 1 and P(X,, > k) < Cn-‘k-* for all n, k 3 1 
and a suitable constant 
(A.l)-(A.5) hold true. 
C > 0. Thus, one can easily see that (B.l) and therefore 
2. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 
Let us first argue that it is sufficient to prove the assertions assuming m = 1. For 
m 2 2 the sequences Xr+mN, 1 G r s m, are again martingale differences with associ- 
ated martingales S&, say. Obviously S, E A( ‘y, m, k) implies SL E Ju( 7, 1, q) for each 
1 s r G m, and if S, satisfies (1.3), then so does each S& with m replaced by 1. Now, 
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if one of the conditions (A.l)-(A.5), (B.l)-(B.5) holds in .4!(-y, 1, q), it also holds 
in &(-y, rn, q) by using a simple triangular argument. For instance, concerning (A.l) 
we have 
P(SZ> En”l)G P(S&+r)* > e(Nm)“)G F P(S’,> .wI~~~N”) 
r=l 
for all E > 0, n 3 1 and with Nm < n <(N + 1)m. Thus, w.1.o.g. let m = 1 in the 
following. 
We give a number of lemmata from which the assertions of Theorems 1 and 2 
are easily deduced. In order to show equivalence of (A.l)-(A.5) in Lemma 2 below, 
we need an extension of Levy’s maximal inequality first. 
Lemma 1. For an arbitrary stochastic sequence S, with canonicaljbration sN, 
P maxf(Sj-rnj(Sj-&))a& c2P(f(S,)s&) foralle>O, 
( > 
(2.1) 
,GjS” 
wheref(x) = Ix], xf or x- and mj(Sj - S,) denotes the conditional median of Sj - S,,, 
given gj, i.e. 
P(Sj-Sn-mj(Sj-S,)$019j)2~ as. 
Proof (compare Chow and Teicher (1978, p. 71)). Let S,= 0 and 
T=inf(lsjG n; Sj-mj(Sj-S,)a E), where infP)=n+l. 
If Bj = { m,( Sj - S,) 2 S, - S,}, 1 <j s n, then P( B,] sj) 2 t. It clearly suffices to prove 
(2.1) for f(x) =x+, and we then have 
f {T=j}Bj~{S,,~a}={f(S,)~a}. 
j=l 
It follows that 
P(&>E)> i P({T=j}Bj) 
j=l 
siP(lGTsn)=P max Sj-S,-mj(Sj-S,)3e . 
( 
III 
,sj=sn > 
Lemma2. Let~<a~l,p>l/aandS,EJU(~,l,q)forsomeyE(l/(x,2]andq> 
(pa - l)/(rcz - 1). Then (A.l)-(A.5) are equivalent for each f as above. 
Proof. It clearly suffices to show that (A.5) implies (A.l). By Lemma 1, 
2P(f(S,)>en”)aP 
( 
max f(Sj-mj(Sj-Sn))>ena 
lsjsn ) 
>P(Sz>2en”)-P 
( 
max Imj(Sj-S,)l>Ena 
IGjs, > 
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whence the assertion follows if 
Cn p”-2P max lmj(Sj-S,)l>arza <00 for all ~20. 
nz, ,=jsn 
Toseethis,let T=inf(lGj<n:[mj(S,-S,)I>En”),infP)=n+l.Then 
P max Im,(S,-S,,)I>&na = f P(T=j,P((S,-S,)‘~En”l~j)>~) 
I=sjGn > j=l 
S i P(T=j, E(IS, -Sjl’l~)3f.mya) 
j=l 
(n-*E((S, -s,l’l~))” dP 
Z;(Y)~ dPs Cn-Y(Yn~‘)sup /lZ;(r)ll;. 
nz, 
Note that Burkholder’s inequality (see e.g. Hall and Heyde (1980, Thm. 2.10)) has 
been used for the second last inequality and that C > 0 is a suitable constant not 
depending on j and n, but which may differ from line to line. The desired result is 
now a consequence of (1.2) and the fact that q(yLu - 1) - (pcu - 2) > 1. 0 
Lemma 3. For each stochastic sequence X,, 4 < CY s 1 and p > l/cr, equivalence of 
(B.l) and (B.2) holds true. 
Proof. If p’~ ~2, then tpae2 is decreasing and the assertion follows from the 
inequalities 
zz ,y nP4 
nz* 
j;n (i)pme2P( n-“f(X)> &(3”> 
O” > 1 nPn-l t”“-‘P(n-“f(X,,) > etOL) dt , 
na* 1+1/n > 
respectively 
O” s 1 nPa-l t”“-‘P(n-“f(X,,) > eta) dt . 
“21 1 > 
If pa > 2, then tPam2 .IS increasing and the same inequalities hold true after some 
minor modifications. We omit the details. 0 
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Lemma 4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2, (B.l)-(B.5) are equivalent for eachf 
as above. 
Proof. Since (B.l) obviously implies (B.3), it suffices to prove the converse. We infer 
Cn pa-2P(Xf > enn) 
?I=1 
n 
= c nPa-* C P( Xi*_, G enLI, f(Xj)> ena) (X,*=0) 
ns1 j=l 
=CCn p*-2P(f(Xj) > an”) 
jZ=l n3j 
-s, npa-* JiJ P(X,*_, > &na,f(Xj) > ena). j=2 
Thus it suffices to prove for (B.l) that the last series in the previous equation is 
finite. Conditioning and an appeal to the conditional Markov inequality gives for 
some C > 0 which does not depend on j and n, 
P(XjY,> &na,f(Xj)> enCL)= J {X~-,>E~~‘, P(f(Xj) > enLI19j-1) dP 
S CnpaY 
J (x:>,n”) 
E(f(Xj)YI~j-l> dP, 
whence we obtain for the considered series that it is bounded by some constant times 
c g-2 
n=1 J lX~>En~‘) n’-‘“z:(y) dP 
c 1 nPa-2p(X; > sn”) + 1 nPa-2-dya-‘) J Z!,(Y)’ dP “3, “2, {z;(y)>nY”-‘l s C npa-* P(Xz> en”)+;;? IlZi(r)llz 2 nP+-s(ra-l)<~. 0 
nal n*I 
Lemma 5. Iff(x) = 1x1, then (A.l) implies (B.3) for each stochastic sequence S,. 
Proof. The assertion is a trivial consequence of P(SZ > E) 3 P(XZ > 2.5) for all E > 0. 
Lemma 6. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2, (B.3) implies (A.1). 
Proof. Note first that 
P(Sz > ena) C P(Xz > en”/2k) + P(Sz > ena, Xz s ena/2k) 
s P(Xz> en”/2k)+P((S,(j,-Sr(j_,~1> en”/k for l~jc k) 
(2.2) 
for all E>O, n, k> 1 and with T(O)EO, ~(j)=inf(T(j-l)< is n: )Si-ST(j-ljl> 
en”/k) for lGj< k. 
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A similar but more elaborate estimation than in Irle (1987) will show now that 
c npa-2 P(IS~(~)-Sr(j-1)1’ sn*lk)<a 
n=1 
for sufficiently large integer k. This together with (B.3) obviously proves (A.l). 
We choose /I E (l/a, y) so large that q(&r - 1) > p(~ - 1 and then k E N so large 
that ka ( y - p) > Pcz - 1. As before, C > 0 shall denote a generic constant not depend- 
ing on n which may differ from line to line. For 1 sj G k, we set 
6 = lfL(j)-sr(j-*)19 Qj = P( y > m*/k19T,j_1,). 
An appeal to Doob’s inequality (see Hall and Heyde (1980, Thm. 2.2)) and 
Burkholder’s inequality yields for all 1 sjs k on {r(j - 1) = I}, 
6 Cn E(Z~(y)lFr) a.s., 
i.e. 
E( V~l~~(j-1)) s Cn E(~X(Y)I~~+~,) a.s. (2.3) 
In particular, we obtain 
~l=P(V,>~n”/k)~Cn-Y”EV~~Cn’-Y”IIZ~(~)(I,~Cnl-Y”, (2.4) 
where (1.2) has been used for the last inequality (q > 1). 
With the help of these facts we can now give a desired bound for the critical 
probability in (2.2) Namely, we infer 
P(~>.m”/k for l=~j~k) 
k 
=:p*+p*+* . .+pk. 
Successive conditioning leads to 
PI = 
I 
Q/t dP 
{V,>e,,“/k, lsjsk-I, Q,=~n+-~‘,2~‘--i~k) 
s na(p-y)p( y > &no/k, 1 <j G k - 1, Qi G na(PPy), 2 G i S k - 1) 
s** . . < na(k-l)(P-Y’Ql < cn4-y), 
where (2.4) has been used for the last inequality. 
For 2~ j6 k, we infer with the help of (2.3) and (1.2) 
Pj s P(E( v:ls~cj-*)) > EYnPa/kv)s Cn4”-P”‘E(E(Z~(r)l~~(j~11)4) 
G Cnq’l-POL)JJZ~( r)II z (Jensen’s inequality) 
s Cn 4(1-@) 
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Due to the choice of p, we finally conclude 
#a-2( p1 +. * *+pk)c C(n N-y)+ nq(l-P4)s cn-‘-6 
for some S > 0 which gives the desired result. 0 
Finally, we have to prove: 
Lemma 7. Let i< CY i 1, p > l/cz andf(x) = x+ or x-. Then (A.l) implies (B.l) fir 
each S, E Ju( 7, 1, q), y E (l/a, 21, q > (pa - l)/( ycr - l), which additionally satisfies 
(1.3). 
Proof. It is easily seen from the proof of Lemma 4 that 
c Cn @P(f(Xj) > 2&n”) 
jzl n*j 
C2 c n P4p(p> Zen”)+ c c nPa-2-q(Ya-l) 
nz, “21 
for all E > 0. Next, we have 
Cn “*-‘P(XE > 2.m”) 
“21 
s c nP=-2 P(Sz> En”)+ C npum2 P(Xz > 2.5nOL, Sz > ma) 
nz=1 n=1 
and the first series on the right-hand side is finite by (A.l). For the second one we 
further obtain, w.1.o.g. assuming f(x) = x+, 
Cn ““-‘P(Xz > 2.snU, Sz > .sna) 
npole2 $J P(X,*_,C2m” , Xj > 2ma, Sj-I< --mm) 
j=l 
1 nPa-2P(ISj_,l > Ena, Xj >2m”). 
Now, by (1.3) for suitable Ej --* 0, 
P(lS,-,I > mm, Xj > 2&n*) s .5jnYa-‘P(lSj_,l > ma)P(Xj > 2&n*) 
and a further appeal to Burkholder’s inequality gives 
P(lS,_,l> ma) c Cn-YnEISj-lIY~ Cnl-Y”IIZ:( y)ll, s CrzpYa. 
Thus, we arrive at 
P(lSj-lj > Ena, X,> 2&n”) 6 sjP(Xj > 2&n”) 
for all n aj a 1 with suitable Sj + 0, yielding together with the previous inequalities 
C (l-zsj) C n pa-2P(Xj > 2&n*) 
jZl naj 
<2 C npam2p(S~> &n")+C 1 nPa-2-4(yn-')<a3, 
nz, ns, 
which implies the desired result. Cl 
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3. Two counterexamples 
The following counterexamples demonstrate that one cannot dispense with an 
additional assumption like (1.3) in Theorem 2 for equivalence of (A.l)-(AS) and 
(RI)-(BS). We define a martingale S, such that S,-0 and, for ~3 1, S, E 
I--n, 0, n*}, f< (Y < 1. Furthermore, &E &(y, 1, co) for some y> 1, and it trivially 
satisfies (A.1) with CK = 1, arbitrary p > 1 and with f(x) = x+. It turns out, however, 
that (B.l) is not true for p 2 4. 
Letf<cu<1,0<6<~and,forn~l, 
p”=(F?+n’x)-‘(n+(n- 1)“) and qn=(n+n”)-‘(n-l+n*). 
Suppose that 
P(X,=n~~S,_,=0)=P(X”=-n~S,_,=0)=~(2n)-’-*, 
P(X, = o/s,_, = 0) = 1 - (2n)++; 
P(X, = n* -(n - l)“\S,_, = (n -1)“) = (2n)-Sp,, 
P(X, --n-(n-l)~ls,_,=(n-1)“)=(2n)--“(l-p,), 
P(X, = OlS,_, = (n - 1)“) = 1-(2n))S; 
P(X, = -ljsn-l = -n + 1) =I (2~)-*q~, 
P(X, = Ha +(n - l)~S”_, = -n f 1) = (2n)-S(l -q,), 
P(;u, = OHS,_., = --n + 1) = 1-(2n)+. 
(3.1) 
(3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
(3.2~) 
It is easily checked from these definitions that S, is &-bounded for each y < 1 + S. 
Setting Qn = P(Sn = 0), we infer 
Q~=(l-(2~)-~)(l-Q~_~~~(1-(2~}-‘-*)Q~-~ forall nal, 
and then, by a simple analysis, 
Q,, = 1-(2n)-‘-“+0(n-‘-~) as n-+CXl. 
Thus, setting Qi = P(S, = n”) and Qz = P(S,, = -n), we have 
Qb=O(n-‘-*) and Qi=O(n-‘-‘) as n-+a. 
Combining this with the recursive relations 
Q; = 4(2n>-‘-*Qn_, + (2n)-“p,Q;_, + (2n)-‘( 1 - q,JQ:_,, 
Q:: = 4(2n)-‘. “Qn-,+(2n)-‘S9nQ~_1+(2n)-S(I -p,)Q:,-,, 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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we obtain 
Q’n-Q::=(2n)-S(2pn-1)Q~_1+(2n)-“(1-2q,)Q~~,=o(n-‘-S), (3.6) 
thus, as n *co, 
Q’n = $(2n)-‘-‘+o( n--l-‘) and Q$ = $(2r1)‘-~ + o( n-‘-‘). (3.7) 
Next, observe that, for n sufficiently large and some c > 0, 
P(X,,> n)=P(S,,_,= -n+l,X, = na+(n-l))= Q:_1(2n)-S(1-q,) 
-2-2s 2cn _ 
Consequently, for m sufficiently large, 
C n2 f P(X,>n)S C n’P(X,>n)Sc C n-26=o0, (3.8) 
Ilam j=l nam "ZIil 
showing that (B.l) fails for p 2 4. 
Our second counterexample shall demonstrate that equivalence of (A.l)-(AS) 
and (B.l)-(B.5) cannot either generally be expected in lack of an additional assump- 
tion on the conditional increment means like (1.2). 
Let X be a positive, integrable random variable and Z,, Z, , . . . be i.i.d. symmetric 
with values *l and independent of X. Let W,, = Z,+ . * . + Z,, and S, = W,,X for 
n 2 0, so that X,, = Z,,X. Then S, is obviously a zero-mean martingale with stationary, 
symmetric increments X,, , XI, . . . . Furthermore, 
E(IX,,j’l%_,,,) = EXy for n < m, and = Xy for n 2 m, 
whence 
Z:(y) = EXy for n < m, and = 
n-m+1 m-l 
xy+- 
n 
EX y for n 3 m, 
n 
(3.9) 
and 
CIIIXll;y~;u~ IIcwll~~ c211xll;y (3.10) 
for all m a 1 and with suitable C,, C,> 0 which may depend on m, y and q. Let 
f(x) = 1x1. Since X, is stationary, (B.l) reduces to 
1 nPa-l P(X>~n”)<cc for all E>O 
na, 
and holds true iff [IX )lp < 00. 
Since n-‘12 W .~N(O,l)asn-*co,weinfer,settingP=a-$andr=(pcy-l)//!~, 
Cn pa-2P(\S,I > &no) 2 1 nPa-2P(ln-“2W,I 2 l)P(X> &rP) 
nr, “a, 
>c c nP”-2P(X> d)z cllxll:. (3.11) 
“==I 
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Conversely, Theorem 10.4.1 in Chow and Teicher (1978) yields with s = 
Y(P~-l)/(Y~-l) 
It is to be emphasized that C in the first inequality in (3.12) only depends on p, IY, y 
and E, but not on the distribution of x2,. 
Now, for p > 2, s =p v s is minimal for y = 2 and then equal to P so that (A.l)-(AS) 
hold true in this case iff /XIIr < ~0. Consequently, (B.l)-(B.5) are valid in contrast 
to (A.l)-(AS) whenever X is chosen such that llXIIp <CO and J/X/j, =CD for some 
p > 2. In fact, in view of (3.10), validity of (A.l)-(AS) additionally requires (1.2) 
with q = r/2. The slightly sharper condition q > ;r in Theorem 1 is certainly due to 
the lack of stationarity of X, there. 
4. Supplements 
Let us finally state some more or less straightforward conclusions being of further 
interest here. 
Considering the two-sided case, we have already mentioned in Section 1 that 
(B.l)-(B.5) follow from (B.6), i.e. from 
for some 6 > 0. This is a trivial consequence of applying Markov’s inequality in 
(B.l). This can clearly also be done in (A.l) leading to 
P(SZ> Ena)< CnY1lS If f z G Cnm4” IlS, I/ % (Doob’s inequality) 
~ C&n’-q” 
{ 
if l/ff <qs2, 
C *-da-l/21 
/*.4 ifq>2 
= Cpqn’ 
with r = (1 - qa) v (q($ - a)). Thus, (A.l)-(A.5) hold true if pq < 00 for some q such 
thatpcu-2$-r<--1. Forp>2, this requires for q>(pa-l)/(a-$), whereas q>p 
is sufficient if l/a: <pi 2, i.e. (B.6). We see from the latter that for f(x) = lx/ and 
l/rrcp~2 the assumption S~~~(~,~,q) for some l/‘ru<ys2 and q> 
(pa - l)/(rcx -I) can be dropped in Corollary 2. In fact, it already follows from 
(B.6) in this case, as the following shows: An appeal to Garsia’s inequality (see 
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Chow and Teicher (1978, Cor. 11.3.1)) and that of Holder gives 
Il~‘(y~l/,~~ll~-‘j~,lX,I’ll~~Cll~-’j~,l~lqyII:’q 
= c n-’ i ( ) 
1/q 
EJXjp 
j=l 
which shows that, for arbitrary q > 1, (1.2) follows from pqy < co. As a consequence, 
if l/a<ps2 and (B.6) holds, then &~&(p,l,q) forsome q>l. 
It is evident that in those cases where X, satisfies a suitable mixing condition the 
result will be the same as for independent increments. The strongest assumption in 
this direction is that X, is (m - 1)-dependent for some m 2 2 with EX,, = 0 for all 
n 5 1. Then Sr+mN forms a zero-mean martingale with independent increments for 
all 1~ rc m. The considerations at the beginning of Section 2 have shown that 
Theorem 1 and 2 are applicable, even though S, may not be a martingale in general. 
The mixing condition (1.3) is then trivially satisfied and (1.2) reduces to py < cc for 
some y E (l/ LY, 21. We note: 
Corollary 3. If X, is m-dependent for some m 2 0 with EX, = 0 for all n 2 1, then 
(A.l)-(AS) and (B.l)-(B.5) are all equivalent for each f provided ~~ <co for some 
YE (l/a, 21. If furthermore X, is stationary, then (A.l)-(AS) are equivalent with 
Ef (X,) IJ < CO provided additionally E IX,1 y < 00 f or some y E (l/a, 21 in the one-sided 
case. 0 
A weaker alternative to m-dependence is the following uniform mixing property. 
Suppose that for some m 2 1, K > 0 and for all t > 0 and n 3 1, 
P(Xc > tl.5Fn-,) G KP(XE > t) a.s. (4.1) 
This implies (1.3), 
P(]X,l> tl.Fn_,) S KP(IX,l> t) a.s. for all n 5 1, 
and furthermore 
E(]X”]Y]%“_) = 
I 
m yty-’ P(lX,l> tl.!Fn-,,,) dt S KEIX,IY a.s., 
0 
whence (1.2) again reduces to py < 00. We therefore conclude: 
Corollary 4. If S, is a zero-mean martingale with increments satisfying (4.1), then 
(A.l)-(AS) and (B.l)-(B.5) ure all equivalent for each f provided t+ < ~0 for some 
YE(lIQ921. 0 
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